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Themes
As a company focusing on 
alternative healthcare, Klinikk Le Van 
has the unique responsibility to convey 
certain standards of Cleanliness, 
Professionalism, a long standing 
education in alternative healing, 
acupuncture and Spirituality. While this 
is true of all alternative health 
establishments, those characteristics 
are not consistently represented in 
their marketing. Certain themes in 
advertisement and graphics in 
Alternative health tend to adhere to 
certain tropes. Common themes are 
the use of the colour Green, plants, 
Asian symbology and the discussion on 
whether  needle imagery should be 
avoided in the logo. 

It is a matter of contention in 
Acupuncture whether to include a 
needle in the marketing, on one end 
it is an honest representation of the 
service, or the other hand many people 
will instinctually be triggered by
 negative conotations and fear of pain. 
The Client is aware of these themes and 
their affect and is not averse to
 using them so long as they are used 
tastefully, as represented in Fig.1.  Pic-
tured in Fig.2 is Klinikk Le Van’s old 
card/logo, which after I investigated 
the source of this design, turned out to 
be a plagerism that was taken from a 
Canadian acupuncture company, unbe-
knownst to my client.

Fig. 1

Fig.2

Client Tihn Le Van

Image 
Colour palattes discussed:

Deep Forest

Muted Earth

Charcoal Empire (This was the final choice)
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Colour Palattes considered at this 
juncture were Deep Forest, 
a sturdy, strong and botanical palatte 
that evokes images of 
professionalism, earthiness and 
cleanliness. Muted Earth,  which as 
the name suggest has muted 
earthen tones, the client
 appreciated the refinement of the 
tones.
Charcoal Empire, the most under-
stated and refined of the palattes 
discussed was decidedly unlike the 
majority of the tones used in their 
line of work, however was more in 
line with personal character and 
view. Charcoal Empire is decidedly 
masculine, clean, refined and up-
scale without being pretentious.
A palatte that conformed to the 
norms of marketing within the com-
panies line of work was Spring Rain, 
a clinical but friendly palatte, Profes-
sional, ungendered, clean and fresh. 
Further meetings and Logo trials will 
determine the direction
Klinikk Le Van chooses to identify 
with their business.

Image 

Chosen colour themes with either all 
or in part be intergrated into the de-
sign of their:

- Logo
-Business Cards  
 -Envelopes
-Brochure
 -Letterheads
-Poster

Example of palatte similar to 
Charcoal Empire

Image part of current logo and 
marketing at Klinikk Le Van

Brief
Research and discussion was had on marketing 
of their direct competition in the area and how 
to differetiate themselves from them. 

Concept of the business is Alternative health, 
primarily Acupuncture. They are private, they 
also collaborate with other health professionals 
in the area focusing on pressure therapy, 
aromatherapy and Alternative medicine.

Currently Klinikk Le Van has a very large 
customer base but lackluster marketing 
presence. Despite being in practice actively in 
Drammen for over a decade, little focus has 
been put on their image. 

Their vision is to continue to grow their 
customer base and possibly expand within the 
next five years. A firmer and more distinctive 
marketing presence and image is required to 
fufill that desire.

Klinikk Le Van’s demographic is nearly equal 
in the amount of male to female customers. 
The majority are free thinkers, medium to high 
income, active, between the ages of 20-60, the 
majority being in their 40’s and lead and active 
and healthy lifestyle. Many of the male 
customers benefit from the acupuncture 
treatments due to sports injuries.

Klinikk Le Van was chosen due to the amount 
of design potential, as many themes can be ex-
plored that are outside of the ordinary. Despite 
being extremely popular their consistant lack of 
marketing is a deficit in an otherwise 
successful enterprise. It will be interesting to see 
the impact of a more consistant, present and 
professional image.

Trouble shooting:

Avoiding the design tropes of competitors and 
other Acupuncturists, namely the  blatant use 
of needles in the design, without them being 
tempered artistically or cleverly hidden in the 
design.

Avoiding the use of decidedly asian
imagery, which can serve to give the business 
an cliched and possibly unprofessional image. If 
said themes are used, they are to be used very 
discreetly.

Which palatte to use, the one which represents 
the demographic, or the one which better 
represents the themes and personality of the 
client.
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Breakdown
-Logo to be changed, modernized, made 
more elegant. Sans Serif.

-Business Card, made unique based on 
either Palatte Charcoal Empire or Spring 
Rain. Serif font. Logo and clinic name, 
telephone, address, email, website.

-Brochure, Gatefold. Either in Charcoal 
Empire or Spring Rain palatte. 
Photography taken by myself and from 
Archived pictures of the clinic. Rundown 
of services, infographic, biography,
address, telephone, email, website
(currently under construction).

-Letterhead. Logo Centered or Left 
corner,  address, telephone, email, pos-
sible border.

- Envelope. Logo left hand corner, 
  address.

-Poster , including photography of 
practice or leader, chosen colour 
palatte, relevant information.

Date of completion:06.12,15 due to 3 
week illness (documented)
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 Result

Logo is a abstract line drawing of a individual sitting in lotus position. The Halo/au 
ra is a modified double ended acupuncture needle, but this is only obvious under 
close inspection.
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Result - Logo

First concept, uninterupted line 
drawing of lotus position.

Second concept, same uninterupted 
line drawing, but intergration of the 
words Le Van into the design

Second concept mocked up in 
Illustrator - I was unhappy with it.

I felt the logo needed to look more 
iconic and centralized so I took the 
original line drawing and mirrored it,  
removed some elements and added 
others, to give a final result.

Result - Logo

Logo Name, Logo name address, for more permutations, see Brand 
Manual.



Result - Products Result - Products
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Business card weight 300g both envelope and card

Outer card envelope/holder with logo and perforations (holes throughout enve-
lope and card/see through) lines and holes are Meridian points used in acupunc-
ture. The inner card is then pulled out, to reveal an inner card that shows where 
the meridian points (holes)correspond to on the body. 

Original drawing by me, scanned, put in Illustrator, made vector 
and inverted colourscheme. It was vital all the indications for the 
holes be exacts so they could be cut out at the printers and match.

Result - Products Result - Products



Result - Products Result - Products
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Matte finish, 300g



Result - Products Result - Products
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Brochure (Gatefold) weight 190g

                               Front Closed
     Everything needed to line up perfectly here (matte finish)

                                          Front Open
(Important that everything lined up and was symmetrical so the effect ap-
pears to be the same eyes opening when brochure is opened quickly.



Result - Products Result - Products

                                            Brochure Back with map

Poster:
It was difficult to get proper pictures of some of the results as 
it was very overcast

Result - Products
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Result - Products Result - Products

Poster 45 x 27 cm

                                  Envelope

Stationary header
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Result - Products Conclusion

21

In conclusion, doing a three week exam in one week (illness) was extremely 
challenging, but in the end the client was happy with the result, but will upgrade 
from the prototype and get a higher quality paper for the business card (coated)

I think I managed to do something unique and memorable that fits the clients 
wishes well. 


